Release Notes for ExtraView 8.1.1
June 30, 2014

Feature Enhancements
Issue #

Module

292117

Title

Administration

Release Note

Added additional security permission keys to user profile fields

The following fields on the user screens are now controlled with
security permission keys:
Personal Options
USER.TEXT_SIZE
USER.LANGUAGE
USER.TIME_ZONE
USER.DATE_FORMAT
USER.CUSTOM_DATE_MASK
USER.HOURS_12_24
USER.CHART_FONT
Notification Options
USER.NOTIFICATION_PRIMARY
USER.NOTIFICATION_ALTERNATIVE
USER.EMAIL_FORMAT

293171

EV Mail

EVMail native support for Microsoft Exchange servers

294276

Layout Rendering

276411

Perforce Integration

263213

Relationships

Allow a message to appear to end users when no related issue items
exist on a related issue display

New 64-bit Installer for Perforce integration
Enhanced relationship group search filters for related issue displays

Start Page Option
USER.START_PAGE
ExtraView can now be configured to talk directly to a Microsoft
Exchange server, without needing to use the POP3 protocol.
Early versions of ExtraView had a message "No Related Items to
Display" appear within a related issue display, when there were no
related items. This message was considered superfluous and
removed. A customer wished to see this, therefore an enhancement
has been made to introduce a new behavior setting named
NO_RELATED_ITEMS_MESSAGE. An optional message may now
be placed in this setting, and will appear when there are no related
items.
There are now both 32 bit and 64 bit installers for the Perforce
integration daemon.
There is a new configuration option for related issue display layouts.
You may now select a list type field as a filter, and use either a specific
value in the list, or use the current value set in the list, as it appears on
the user's screen when they open the related issues.

Count: 5 records

Fixed Bugs
Issue #

Found in
Release

Module

292066

8.1

API & CLI

292276

8.0.4

API & CLI

Created in ExtraView

Title

Release Note

The GET_FIELDS API command did not work with repeating
record fields any longer
Allowed_list command returned all child values, not just those
defined in allowed values
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This has been fixed.
This has been fixed.
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Fixed Bugs
Issue #

Found in
Release

292180

8.0.4

Module
Add & Edit

Title

Release Note

FIELD/LAYOUT VISIBLE IF Variable = 1 did not work

294750

8.1

Add & Edit

293467

8.0.4

Administration

Could only display / export 500 rows at a time from the User
Account Management screen

294089

8.1

Administration

294514

8.1

Administration

293895

8.0.4

Allowed Values

File Import of user information could not use the LOGIN_ID
field
Admin screens were slow when there were 10,000 or more
values in a list
Allowed Value behavior had changed in version 8.0.4

292568

9.0

Attachments

294250

8.1

Business Rules

292859
293997

8.1
8.0.4

EV Mail
File Import (GUI)

292516

8.1

Layout Rendering

294960

8.1

Search / Report

295098

8.1

Search / Report

293989

8.1

Workspace GUI

Created in ExtraView

The issue clone message needed to respect the value of
ITEM_ID_DISPLAY

The software was handling the data type incorrectly. There are
rules on how values are compared:
1. For "equal" and "not equal", you can compare strings or
numeric values
2. For ">" and "<", only numeric fields can be compared
(NUMBER, DECIMAL, and CURRENCY display types)
When cloning an issue a comment is added to each issue,
showing the original ID and the ID of the cloned issue. This
message needed to display the ALT_ID when this is in use, as
opposed to only displaying the ID.
Previously, the behavior setting RECORDS_PER_PAGE was
used to control the number of records being displayed /
exported. This function now uses its own setting, named
USER_RECORDS_PER_PAGE to control the number of
records being displayed / exported.
The LOGIN_ID field has been added to the list of valid fields
that may be imported with user information.
The speed of generating very large lists has been improved.
The behavior setting AV_NULL_PARENT_IS_NONE was
affecting defining new parent/child settings. When it was set to
YES and if the Allowed Value child values associated with a
parent "default" and you added a new parent and then wished
to select a few children, the GUI was auto-populating the child
settings with all of the values associated with 'default' as
opposed to only the allowed values.

This has been fixed.
Yet again, Oracle introduced problems with the latest Java
client for Windows. We have worked around the problem they
introduced.
Rules incorrectly escaped entries when it redisplayed after an Rules that contained valid HTML would sometimes be
update
displayed incorrectly after being updated in the rules editor.
This has been fixed.
EV Mail with ALT_ID fields did not work
This has been fixed.
File Import Utility -- embedded layouts and default area/project A bug was uncovered when trying to use the File Import utility,
interplay
and importing data into a business area / project that was not
the user's current business area and project. The utility could
not match the imported field names to the valid field names
expected. This has been fixed.
IE8 and the "Add New" list value function caused list values to This was only an Internet Explorer 8 problem. It has been
"blank out"
fixed, so that values render correctly.
Reports using SYSDATE as a filter on DAY fields were
This has been fixed.
throwing errors
Scheduled Reports editor did not correctly save changes to the Once text to accompany a scheduled email was entered, it
text entered
could not be updated. This was a bug introduced in 8.1 with
the new editor tool. It has been fixed.
Could not use the display as URL or link to access a website
This was fixed, but there is still an outstanding issue which
from within a workspace
cannot be fixed. The HTTP protocol used to access the
external site must match the protocol used to access
ExtraView. This is a browser security issue.
Java 7, Build 55 breaks file uploads
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Fixed Bugs
Issue #

Found in
Release

293539

8.1

Module
XML Import and
Export

Title

Release Note

button_action attribute did not "swizzle" internal id when using
XML export and import

This only affected sites which used the new alternative
navigation bars. This has been fixed.

Count: 17 records

Created in ExtraView
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